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ABOUT CORK GLUEDOWN TILES & PLANKS & FAQs 
 

Cork, a unique creation of nature, has many uses and can take on many forms…wine stoppers…fishing bobbers…hat liners…shoe 
soles…life preservers…inside core of baseballs…car engine gaskets…flooring tiles and planks… 

 
An excellent flooring choice for decades, cork floors are natural, versatile, durable, quiet and comfortable, naturally antimicrobial and 
hypo-allergenic.  In areas where comfort under foot (i.e. kitchens) or quiet floors (i.e. hallways and family rooms) are desired, cork 
flooring is a great choice. Cork floors are “family and pet friendly” and when properly maintained can offer decades of use. 
 

The Capri @ Home Cork Gluedown Collection includes patterns/colors reminiscent of the cork installed in the 1920s and 30s as well as 
contemporary patterns/colors.  With something for every décor, there are both naturally colored and stained colored cork plus Capri’s 
signature linear patterns.  The tile/plank standard thickness is 3/16”.  The standard size of patterns/colors: Abode, Cabana, Cabin, 
Cottage Dwelling, Homestead, Igloo, Lodge, Manor and Residence is 12” x 12” with additional sizes 12” x 24”, 24” x 24”, 4" x 24"' & 6" x 
24" also available. The standard size of colors: Casa Azure, Casa Brew, Casa Canyon, Casa Desert, Casa Merlot and Casa Mink is 12” 
x 24” with 12” x 12”, 24” x 24”, 4" x 24"' & 6" x 24" also available. 
 
The entire cork collection comes prefinished with three coats of commercial grade polyurethane and has an anti-curl back treatment. 
Cork gluedown tiles/planks can be installed over concrete or plywood substrates.  The tiles/planks are adhered directly to the substrate 
with WAKOL contact adhesive (available from Capri). 
 
What is cork flooring made of? 

Cork flooring is made from the bark of the cork oak tree, Quercus suber.  Unlike other oak trees, it is an evergreen and is native to the 
Mediterranean Sea region.  The outer bark “cork” has many uses and is used in many products including inside hat liners, shoe soles, 
life preservers, the core of baseballs, as wine stoppers, fishing bobbers and floor tiles and planks.   
 
When the bark is removed, does it damage the tree? 

Most trees will die if the bark is removed since the bark carries the sap, which is essential to a tree ’s survival.  This is not true with the 
unique cork oak which grows bark in two layers with the outer bark or ”cork” only serving as a protective covering that can be removed 
without causing injury to the tree. The outer bark is light weight, resistant to rot, fire, water and insects.  The inner bark is alive and as 
new layers grow, the outer bark ceases to be a living part of the tree and merely serves as insulation to protect the tree against hot 
summer winds. 
  
Why consider cork flooring? 

With all the unique physical qualities cork offers, it is an excellent material for durable, natural, quiet and comfortable flooring.   Cork is 
naturally antimicrobial and hypo-allergenic.  Cork can be compressed yet remain resilient and has the ability to recover from most 
compressions.  It is impervious to water and other liquids, has a high coefficient of friction, low thermal conductivity, and the ability to 
absorb vibration/sound.   
 
Where is cork flooring made? 

Cork floor manufacturing is primarily located in the Mediterranean Sea region with Capri @ Home Cork being made in Italy.  The Capri 
@ Home USA warehouse is in Lititz, PA.    
  
How long has cork flooring been around? 

Manufacturing of cork flooring dates back to the late 1800s and early 1900s, with many cork floors installed in Europe and North 
America in the 1920s and 1930s, still viable, beautiful floors today.  It is a proven flooring option that has survived the test of time. An 
aged cork floor develops a beautiful “patina” only nature could create.   
 
Is cork flooring harmful to the environment? 

No, cork is a natural, renewable resource.  The outer bark (cork) regenerates every 7-9 years and is harvested without causing damage 
to the tree.  After harvesting, the first industry to use the cork bark is the wine industry as wine stopper “corks” are drilled in the large 
pieces of the harvested outer bark.  At Capri @ Home we use no or low VOC adhesive, finish and cleaner which further the cork green 
story.  
 
Is cork durable? 

Yes, when properly maintained, cork flooring can last for decades, even under high traffic. Cork has a natural resilience due to its 
unique cell structure and has the ability to give or bounce back.  All Capri @ Home cork comes pre-finished with 3 coats of commercial 
grade finish. Commercial grade finish adds durability and resistance to scratches and gouges.  
 
What make cork floors “family and pet friendly”? 

Corks unique cellular structure offers benefits not possible with other floorcoverings.  Corks ability to compress and then recover 
(assuming the point load is well distributed), make it a good choice for homes with pets.  While a pets nails can dent other hard 
surfaces, cork will most often be able to recover from normal traffic.  Occasional “accidents” by pets or small children will not damage  
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the cork as long as the cleanup is done quickly. The natural insulating properties of cork offer warm floors and cork floors are quiet even 
with lots of activity.  The finish on the cork allows for simple “user-friendly” maintenance.  If either a pet or person abuses the cork 
flooring they can cause damage to the floor. 
 
Where are cork floors normally installed? 

Many residences as well as libraries, churches, university and government buildings have used cork floors for decades. Notable 
architects Frank Lloyd Wright and Mies Van der Rohe both used cork floors in their residential projects. While many areas in the home 
are suitable for cork, kitchens are among the most popular areas of the home for cork floors.  
  
Does cork have shade variations? 

Yes, since cork is a natural material, shade and textural variations are an inherent characteristic of cork.  Capri @ Home Cork 
Gluedown colors Casa Azure, Casa Brew, Casa Canyon, Casa Desert, Casa Merlot and Casa Mink are stained colors. The stained 
colors also have inherent shade variations. Attention to blending shades when installing cork floors is necessary.   
 
Do cork patterns have repeats which need to be matched when installing?  

No, all Capri @ Home cork patterns, including hand-laid lines, are random and not intended to match or line up. 
 
Will cork dent? 

Cork has the ability to bounce back when compressed.  However, as with all resilient flooring, if too much pressure is exerted in too 
small an area (i.e. high heels, cleats or improper furniture glides/footings) denting will occur.  Proper furniture glides/footings, walker 
protectors and chair mats under casters are necessary on cork floors.  Cork must be protected when moving heavy equipment, 
appliances or furniture. 
 
Will cork fade?  

Yes, cork like all natural wood will fade when exposed to UV rays (direct sunlight). Protection from UV rays is necessary. 
 
Will the cork smell go away? 

Yes, the smell is from the baking process in manufacturing and will eventually dissipate.  Timing is dependent on ventilation, 
temperature and humidity in the space. 
 
Are their areas where cork floors should not be installed? 

Capri @ Home does not recommend cork flooring be installed in full baths or other areas where there will be excessive moisture both in 
the air and on the floor.  Do not install cork in basements that are damp, have leaks or receive seasonal flooding.  Do not install in any 
area that has a floor drain. 
 
What types of substrates are required for cork gluedown tiles & planks? 

The two approved substrates are concrete and plywood.  Cracks, expansion joints and uneven areas should be filled. Either substrate 
needs to be cleaned, dry, smooth, level and structurally sound and free of dust, solvent, paint, wax, oil, grease, sealers, old adhesives 
or other material.  Detailed information about each substrate is in the installation instructions. 
 
What testing must be done prior to installing cork tiles? 

The substrate must be tested for moisture content.  There are 2 approved testing methods which are explained in the installation 
instructions.  
 
How is cork installed? 

Cork tiles are installed on clean, flat, and smooth substrates using WAKOL D3540 water based contact adhesive.  Complete installation 
instructions are available. WAKOL D3540 (available from Capri)  is the only Capri approved adhesive for installing Cork Gluedown Tiles 
& Planks. 
 
Can cork gluedown tiles and planks be installed over radiant heat? 

Yes, provided the floor temperature will not exceed 85
o
 F.  Cork should not have direct contact with electric mat systems, electric 

systems must be encapsulated. All heating systems must provide a smooth flat surface to install over.  Details for installing over radiant 
heat are in the Cork Gluedown Installation Instructions. 
 
Can cork be installed on vertical surfaces? 

Yes.  Cork tiles add a beautiful natural look to a wall and can also be used as a tackable surface.  The same adhesive and installation 
techniques are used for installing cork vertically however, for walls we recommend that the tiles are installed in a brick-lay or ashlar 
pattern. 
 
Can cork floors be installed in areas that get wet? 

Yes, kitchens, eating areas and ½ baths are great areas for cork flooring. Often in these areas additional coats of finish are applied 
after installation to help seal the seams.   
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Does finish need to be applied to the Capri @ Home Cork at the time of installation? 

No, Capri @ Home cork comes pre-finished with 3 coats of commercial grade finish.  Additional coats at the time of installation are 
optional, but are not necessary to validate the warranty.  
 
How are cork floors maintained? 

Maintenance of cork is very similar to maintaining wood floors with polyurethane finish.  The user friendly maintenance includes regular 
vacuuming/sweeping and damp mop cleaning with Capri neutral floor cleaner (available from Capri) as needed.   Capri @ Home Cork 
Floor Care & Maintenance Instructions (CAH203) are available. 
 
Can cork floors be refinished?  

Just like with wood floors, it is important to maintain the finish coats on your cork floor.  Recoating will eventually be necessary, with 
timing dependent on use.  Information about recoating is available.  
 
How do I know when my floors need to be re-coated?  

When you start to see sheen differences in your finish (typically in the highest traffic areas) you should schedule the re-coat.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


